Professional Services

YubiKey Distribution Planning Workshops

A comprehensive interactive workshop providing customized support in developing a plan for completing the distribution of YubiKeys across your organization.

Yubico is leading the charge toward a more secure and frictionless authentication future. Our team of experts provide thought leadership and best practices in dynamic workshops designed to help you plan a seamless YubiKey distribution in support of your YubiKey deployment.

After the shipping of YubiKeys to a customer has been successfully completed, there are still more steps needed to quickly and efficiently distribute YubiKeys to your end users. This workshop is designed to assist you in developing a thorough and action-oriented plan to complete the distribution of keys from the shipping carrier to your end users’ hands.

This workshop will focus on helping you develop a strategic plan and playbook for a successful YubiKey rollout, emphasizing crucial aspects such as:

- Distribution project planning
- Delivery processes
- Delivery preparation communications for end users
- Planning delivery support
- Shipping and receiving reporting
- Troubleshooting distribution issues

Yubico Professional Services will work with you to understand your current environment and your challenges and concerns around distributing keys to the population, and then help guide you in developing the most efficient methods for completing the distribution.

The workshop consists of a variety of interactive sessions, including:

- Discovery and environment overview
- Population and user review
- Order requests and pickup
- User messaging and support

In addition, this package includes post-workshop milestone check-in meetings, one at delivery kickoff, one in the middle of the delivery process and a final distribution wrap-up discussion.

Yubico will work hands on with the customer’s project managers, delivery team, communications and support to help make critical decisions in the planning and carrying out of getting the YubiKeys from the delivery carriers to the hands of the end users, ensuring the users are educated and supported throughout the process.

Who should attend?

- Deployment project managers
- Delivery/Supply Depot staff
- Help desk/user support management
- Communications team

For more information, go to Yubico Professional Services or contact the Yubico Professional Services Team today.